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When drum makers decide to venture into the realm of cym-
bals, I’m usually a bit skeptical. But I will be the � rst to eat my 

words, thanks to Brian Spaun of the Spaun Drum Company. Spaun 
Cymbal Teknologies, otherwise known as Scymtek, has entered 
the market with � ve series of handcrafted, hand-hammered, B20 
bronze Turkish cymbals. We had the privilege to try a selection of 
models from the Modern and Xtreme series.

Xtreme
The Xtreme series includes a total of nineteen cymbals, and we got 
to play ten of them. As the name implies, the line is geared toward 
aggressive styles, and these cymbals were capable of delivering 
a loud sound. A brilliant-� nish bow coupled with a raw bell aided 
in the cymbals’ projection and cut. Unlike some other “extreme” 
cymbals, these had a lot of character and produced complex tones 
that went beyond the basic bash.

 The 14" hi-hats ($550) had a nice, bright tone throughout their 
dynamic range. When opened, they screamed (in a good way) and 
were able to cut through two electric guitars without a problem. 
By contrast, the larger 15" hi-hats ($575) had a thinner top cymbal 
than I expected, but it matched well with the heavier bottom. 
These cymbals were complex with a heavy sensibility. Rather than 
a typical “chick,” they gave o�  more of a “schig,” which I enjoyed. 
The hats had the richness of old, weathered cymbals. But when I 
needed extra sonic weight, they delivered. 

by Ben Lau� er

Xtreme and Modern Series CymbalsScymtek

It had a big, loud sound with clear articulation and could also 
double as a wash ride.

Modern
Scymtek’s Modern series consists of twenty-two cymbals designed 
for contemporary drummers looking for brighter, fuller tones. 
These models have a brilliant � nish and a tighter lathing process. 
 The 13" hi-hats ($475) were crisp and gave o�  a sharp, quick 
accent when played open. The open sound had a white-noise 
e� ect, which I liked. As with most 13" hats, these were de� ned and 
articulate. The 14" hi-hats ($550) were bright and clear but had 
a hint of dirt, which added a bit of complexity. They were good, 
general hi-hats suitable for a wide range of styles.
 The 8" Modern splash ($175) was fairly quiet but blended well 
with its larger sibling. The 10" splash ($200) had a quick attack 
and a bright fundamental tone, but it also carried a lower drone 
in its sustain.
 The 17" Modern crash ($350) was a nice medium-bodied cymbal 

with moderate decay and a long sustain. The 18" ($425) had a clear, 
shimmering tone with long decay and sustain. It maintained a 
consistent and smooth wash at low to high volumes.
 Thinner than the 18", the 19" Modern crash ($425) had more 
complex overtones. This was the cymbal to go to for extra power, 
but it did take a split second to open up fully. All three Modern 
crashes blended well. Playing the 17" and 18" together produced a 
quick but big crash, while the 18" and 19" combined for a brighter 
and more powerful sound. 
 The 18" Modern China ($425) had a bright and aggressive 
fundamental sound with a prevalent lower overtone that carried 
throughout. Its medium-long sustain made for nice barking China/
snare accents.
 The 20" Modern ride ($475) had a clear, centered pitch with 
moderate stick de� nition. It was a little too heavy to me for 
crashing or wash riding. When I played on the low-pro� le bell, the 
cymbal began to swell up and overpower itself; a larger and more 
pronounced bell would have minimized that e� ect. The 21" ($525) 
also tended to swell up when I played the bell, but not nearly as 
prominently. This ride was a tad too thick for crashing as well, but 
it had a lot of de� nition and a clear, colorful tone.

Conclusion
I was very impressed by the Modern and Xtreme Scymtek cymbals. 
They had some highs and some lows, but what I really liked was 
how well the models within each series blended with one other. 
Spaun has de� nitely done its homework to see what works and—
more important—what works well together.
scymtek.com

 The 10" ($200) and 12" ($225) Xtreme splashes had bright, 
shimmering tones. The 10" had a quick attack and short decay, 
while the 12" had a medium-long decay, which was longer than I 
expected for such a small cymbal. The two models blended well 
and complemented each other nicely.
 The 18" Xtreme crash ($375) had a clean, clear, but somewhat 
darker tonality with a full-bodied tone to balance out its brilliance. 
The bell was articulate, and the sustain had several complementary 
overtones. The 19" crash ($425) really lived up to its Xtreme name. 
It was thicker than the other two crashes and brighter sounding as 
well. It was a very loud cymbal that cut through with ease, though I 
found it didn’t blend as well with the other models.
 My favorite from both series was the 20" Xtreme crash ($475). It 
was fairly thin and very complex for a brilliant-� nish cymbal. It had 
mild hints of trashiness but retained de� nitive crash characteristics. 
This cymbal was perfect as a secondary washy ride.

     The 18" Xtreme China ($425) had 
a quick attack and strong cutting 
power. It boasted explosive qualities 
with just the right amount of sustain.

 The 21" ride ($525) had great articulation and stick de� nition, 
making it capable of handling quick passages. When crashed, it 
didn’t wash out, even at loud and fast tempos. The bell was full of 
harmonious overtones that allowed it to cut. The 22" ride ($575) 
was similar to the 21", but its features were more subdued. There 
was a little less de� nition, and the bell didn’t cut quite as well. It 
was still an articulate cymbal but was washier at loud volumes. 
Even though its features were less pronounced, I preferred this 
ride to the 22". I could crash and ride on it, à la Thomas Pridgen. 

A division of the custom drum company Spaun, Scymtek o� ers old-world 
Turkish-made cymbals gauged for more contemporary situations. 
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